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College suspends campus fraternity after hazing allegations
BILL GARDNER | SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Two weeks ago, Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith
Bonham ’92 received a letter under her office door suggesting
a campus fraternity brands its members and engages in hazing
activities, including branding their members. Since that time,
one fraternity has stepped forward saying that the letter may
have been referring to them. The College suspended the fraternity and the organization is now under investigation. The
fraternity will not be able to throw parties or hold meetings
during this time.
Three people familiar with the matter said that the fraternity was Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE). The DKEs were founded
in 1852 and were the College’s first fraternity.
Bonham said she would not disclose the name of the fraternity because the investigation is ongoing. The Collegian also
reached out to the DKE president, but he declined to comment.
Bonham said she and six other administrators received the
anonymous letter about two weeks ago. Bonham called a meeting with all of the fraternity presidents after receiving the letter
and urged the alleged offenders to step forward. A few days later, Bonham said she and President Sean Decatur received another anonymous note. This note, from a fraternity, suggested
that they thought the letter was referring to their organization,
and asked for amnesty if the group would identify itself.
Bonham said she sent an email to all fraternity presidents
and said the College could not offer amnesty, but would look
page 3
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An inside look at the
new English buildings
Photographer’s Note: I took these photos
on Wednesday, April 11. By the time I reached
the soon-to-be English buildings, the workers were finishing up.
They invited me to come inside to explore,
but only if I wore a hard hat. The building
closest to Lentz House has a lot of natural
light and will house mostly English professors’ offices.
The building will have its exterior partially
constructed from brick in homage to Sunset
Cottage. It will have two seminar rooms that
overlook the forest behind the buildings and
porches on both levels.
NIKKI ANDERSON

NIKKI ANDERSON
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Jewish Voices for Peace hosts first meeting to create dialogue

JVP hopes to create a space for Jewish pro-Palestine students to discuss their concerns.
MATT MANDEL
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS ASSISTANT

A discomfort permeated the
room as 20 students anxiously dug
into their dinners; they shifted their
eyes as a sign-in sheet was passed
around. Last Thursday evening, Kenyon’s new chapter of Jewish Voices
for Peace (JVP) — a national Jewish
pro-Palestinian activist group — was
about to hold their first meeting in
Bemis Music Room.
“It’s a very sensitive topic to pretty
much every Jewish person, so I expected some kind of resistance or
some kind of unease,” Nathan Geesing ’21, the leader of the newly formed
campus organization, said. He said
that, for the most part, he was optimistic about the outcome.
JVP joins Kenyon Students For
Israel (KSI) and Kenyon Students
for Justice in Palestine (KSJP) as the
third student group focused on the
Israel-Palestine conflict at Kenyon.
Geesing said that he created the
group to offer a space for Jews to contribute to the conversation in support

of Palestine.
“People are ready for this kind of
space,” Geesing said. “Jewish spaces
like Hillel on campus actively avoid
discussion of this issue. There’s no
real space for progressive Jews to talk
about this in an honest manner.” At
the meeting, Geesing outlined the
mission of JVP then opened up the
floor for questions from the group.
Some students expressed concern
for the way Zionism was portrayed
during Geesing’s presentation, while
others expressed support for a JVP
chapter at Kenyon. The room agreed
that the discussion was needed and
many found it to be productive.
The JVP meeting followed an
email sent out by KSI earlier that
day, which aimed to address the
“abundance of anti-Israel behavior
on campus.” The email cautioned
students interested in JVP: “While
we appreciate all discussion on campus around the issue of Middle East
peace, we feel that the founding of
this organization will make no progress towards any such end.”
Geesing said the email was symptomatic of KSI’s unwillingness to
participate in open discussion on the

conflict.
“The email is indicative of the fact
that KSI is not open to serious debate
about this issue,” Geesing said. “Before we’d even had our first interest
meeting, before I’d even had a chance
to explain what I wanted to with this
organization here on campus, they’d
already denounced them [JVP].”
Ben Reingold ’20, president of
KSI, attended the meeting. “I think
that this group could be a space for
dialogue, but I am extremely concerned about the platforms of the
international organization of JVP,”
he said. “We should all be in favor of
peace, but the policies that they propose are unproductive and vague at
best.”
Geesing spoke about the intellectual transformation that he went
through after coming to Kenyon, especially as a result of attending both
KSJP and KSI meetings. “I came to
this campus as a Zionist,” he said. Going to KSJP meetings — and meeting “face-to-face” with Palestinians
— was his first real exposure to the
other side of the issue. “I just had no
idea what they actually believed. I’d
only been told what they believed.”

NIKKI ANDERSON

Nathan Geesing ’21 said students are “ready for this kind of space.”

Though Geesing said he “never really
agreed with them until like the fifth
or sixth meeting,” he noticed that
something kept him coming back for
more. “They did bring up very good
points about just the universal importance of human rights,” he said.
Geesing said JVP welcomes students
across the political spectrum.“We’re
still going to welcome you if you have
different viewpoints. I was welcomed
into Students for Justice in Palestine
when I was still a Zionist.”
Geesing said that his primary

goal in establishing a JVP chapter at
Kenyon is to help bring about a more
understanding and honest dialogue
on campus, one in which the understanding of who’s suffering — and
how we can help them — takes precedence. “I see this organization as a
necessary step that Kenyon needs to
take,” Geesing said. “If you’re going
to have an honest discussion about
anything, you have to understand
the facts, and you have to understand
who’s suffering. That’s what I want to
do with this club.”

Attendance sparse at Safety’s active shooter training session

A Collegian contributor writes about his experience at the Rosse Hall Campus Safety event.
CAMERON MESSINIDES
DIGITAL MANAGER

I walked into Rosse Hall last Sunday at 5:25
p.m., five minutes before the active shooter
training session, hosted by the Campus Safety
Office, was scheduled to begin. The only other
people in the auditorium were on stage — Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper, Campus
Safety Supervisor and Emergency Response
Coordinator Todd Bell and Director of Residential Life and Assistant Dean of Students Jill
Engel-Hellman. Eventually, two more students
filtered in and sat down, but a few minutes later
with no more attendees, the presenters decided
to cancel the session. Of the three students who
attended, I was the only one who had not already seen the training presentation.
Campus Safety planned the training session to help members of the student body and
the Gambier community prepare in the case
of an active threat on campus. The issue has
added urgency in the wake of recent school
shootings like the Feb. 14 shooting at Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla. Campus Safety already held train-
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ing for members of the Class of 2021, recently
hired faculty and staff members and students
from several organizations, including the Peer
Counselors, Sexual Misconduct Advisors and
Student Council.
Campus Safety is also working to adjust its
active shooter preparedness recommendations
in response to recent changes to the campus
landscape. Construction projects on campus,
for instance, have led the Campus Safety Office
and Community Advisors (CAs) to reevaluate
some of its rally points — locations where CAs
and students can regroup during and after an
emergency. Construction projects like the demolition of Farr Hall and installation of modular units on south campus have made some
points difficult or impossible to reach.
The training offered by Campus Safety includes a presentation of a 10-video series called
“Surviving an Active Shooter.” Bell sent me a
link to the videos, which can be found on the
Knox County Safety Council (KCSC) website, and I watched them Monday night. They
were created by the KCSC in conjunction with
the Knox County Sheriff’s Office (KCSO) and
contain “the most up-to-date information and
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training methods” for responding to an active
shooter, according to Hooper.
The videos cover topics like rudimentary
first aid, law enforcement response and tactics
for disarming a shooter. In the case of an active threat emergency, the videos advise that
anyone in the area of the active threat follow a
“run, hide, fight” strategy.
The “run, hide, fight” strategy suggests running to escape the area as quickly as possible. If
escape is impossible, the next-best tactic is to
hide in a barricaded space. If those two tactics
fail and confronting the active shooter is necessary, one should fight the active threat with
“maximum aggression,” according to Mark
Maxwell, director of the Knox County Office
of Homeland Security and Emergency Management.
Hooper recommends the “run, hide, fight”
strategy in the event of an active threat on campus. “We want [students] running in the opposite direction that they’re hearing shots fired,”
he said.
After receiving training, several departments on campus have created departmentspecific active threat response plans, according

to Hooper. He believes students also need to be
as prepared as possible in the case of an active
threat situation.
“When a situation happens, that isn’t the
time to think about what to do,” he said. “Have
the knowledge beforehand, think about it,
make your own plans.”
During the process of writing this story,
I’ve come to agree with him. I had not planned
to attend the training session on Sunday until I was assigned to report on it. But having
now seen the training videos and talked with
Hooper, it worries me that I do not know how
the people around me, especially my classmates, would react to an active shooter on
campus. Unpredictability could cost precious
milliseconds in an emergency, and a lack of
planning by any one person could have ripple
effects that lead to the harm of others.
Campus Safety plans to continue providing training sessions at New Student Orientation and for new employees of the College. The
public session canceled on Sunday could not
be rescheduled before the end of the academic
year. Campus Safety will look to reschedule it
in the fall.
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College replaces searchable schedule with ‘Kenyon Compass’
The new platform will soon list study abroad, internship and employment opportunities.
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT
RONAN ELLIOTT
CIRCULATION MANAGER

The College recently replaced the Searchable Schedule
with Kenyon Compass to allow
students to find information in
a single online system. While
students will still use Banner,
a platform for registration,
Compass will serve as a search
and planning tool. The change
was met with some critcism.
President Sean Decatur presented this idea in 2014 as part
of the Kenyon 2020 Plan, according to Vice President for
Library and Information Services Ronald Griggs. “Information to help students make
the most of their Kenyon careers was not all in one place
— it was very scattered — and
not every student was able to
find it or take advantage of all
the things that they could do,”
Griggs said.
The College worked with
Pragya Systems, a startup
company based in Cambridge,
Mass., to design the new program. In addition to displaying courses, Compass will also
list internships, study abroad

programs, on-campus employment opportunities and information about majors. “The
goal is to have [all the features]
all done by 2020, [but] right
now, it’s the course information,” Griggs said.
Reactions to the new software have been mixed. While
some students praised Kenyon
Compass for streamlining the
search process, others complained that the program was
too confusing to be useful.
“It’s not really intuitive,”
Charles Cutler ’19 said. “It
took me like half an hour to
figure everything out. It didn’t
seem like it was designed by
someone who would use it.”
Lucia Irwin ’20 said the
new system makes it easier to
NIKKI ANDERSON
locate the information for her
Some
students
said
they
struggled
figuring
out
how
to
use
the
site,
while
others
liked
the
change.
classes. “I find it easy to use,”
Irwin said. “Especially as a
double major, it’s hard to find it’s never going to be totally of workshops to students and only two people have contactthat stuff in the same place. done,” Char Dreyer ’19, one of faculty members, along with ed Helpline for assistance, acNow it’s easy to find it all in the library student workers in- a number of tutorial videos cording to Griggs.
one place.”
volved with the project, said. available online. Griggs noted
Dreyer noted that although
Under the current plan, “Because it is so open-ended that not many people attended Compass is now being presentboth staff members and Ken- and allows for so many differ- these sessions. From the reac- ed as a course catalog, it is cayon students will have a role ent platforms, we can almost tions he has heard, students pable of much more. “Looking
in designing Compass. “I kind always be adding to it as the seem to struggle most with forward, Compass is going to
of think that Kenyon Compass needs of students change.”
logging in.
become a part of student life
is an ongoing project, which
To facilitate the transition,
Over 900 students have here, and I think it is going to
is actually really cool because the library is offering a series logged onto Compass and be really useful,” Dreyer said.

Goat roast,
bands and
the farm
DAN NOLAN
ARTS EDITOR

KIM DAVIDSON

KIM DAVIDSON

The Kenyon Farm hosted its
second annual Goat Roast on
Saturday, attracting almost 200
students to taste fresh food and
hear student bands perform.
In preparation for the event,
the farm raised two goats, one
of whom was named Mr. Dandy,
for a year before serving them in
a variety of different meals, on
the bone and in goat tacos.
The barn was transformed into
a music hall for the event, with
curtains and stacks of hay serving as the backdrop to a concrete stage.
The crowd picked up during
the second-to-last performance,
punk band Broad Kitty, and culminated with a packed barn for
the jazz- and hip-hop-inspired
group Booty Robbins.

Anon. letter
sparks investigation
Continued from Page 1

Bonham said the organization has identified itself, and the
College has begun its investigation.
James Jackson, director of
student rights and responsibilities, and his office will interview every member of the organization and determine a ruling
later in the year.
Jackson wrote in an email
to the Collegian that his office
would not comment due to the
ongoing nature of the investigation.
Jackson sent a Student-Info
email on April 6 about reporting
hazing violations. In the email,
he linked to Kenyon’s hazing
policy as well as the Ohio state
hazing law.
“Common barriers in hazing prevention are 1) failure to
report hazing activities and 2)
lack of knowledge of reporting
opportunities,” Jackson wrote.
“If you are unsure if an activity
or behavior is appropriate or inappropriate, approved or unapproved, please consider filling
out the form.”
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Office of Student Engagement plans dry Newman Week
Newman ’49 H’61 wanted to end Newman Day, when students drink 24 beers in 24 hours.
HELENA WINTERBOTTOM
STAFF WRITER

In 1987, Paul Newman ’49
H’61 sent a letter to multiple
colleges including Bates and
Smith. In the letter, Newman declared his open aversion to dangerous drinking
culture after he learned about
“Newman Day,” an annual
tradition practiced at several
colleges in which students attempt to drink 24 beers in 24
hours.
“I was surprised to learn
that a day which was held in
my honor was actually an excuse for drunkenness, disregard for property, disrespect
for people and deeds of questionable character,” Newman
wrote. “I would like to propose that Paul Newman Day
be reinstated under somewhat different guidelines.”
The Office of Student Engagement is following Newman’s advice this semester.
The Office will hold a series
of dry events from April 22

to April 27, concluding with
the annual Summer Sendoff
event. The events are meant
to follow both Newman’s sentiment in the letter and his
cultural impact. The week
of events includes an April
24 celebration of the Ladies
softball team, two pool tournaments (on April 22 and 23)
and a screening of Cool Hand
Luke on April 26. Additionally, the Office of Student Engagement will be distributing
Newman’s Own brand foods
on April 25 with Summer
Sendoff concluding the event
on April 27.
Associate Director of Student Engagement Kim Wallace said the event was inspired by “a lot of student
interest in celebrating our
alumni and their achievements.”
“While Summer Sendoff
is a popular, well-attended
event, there are some students who prefer more lowkey celebrations,” she said.

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGIAN ARCHIVES

Geoff Nelson ’05 publicly challenged students to drink 24 beers in 24 hours on Newman Day in 2005.

Wallace stated that members of the Office of Student
Engagement are “hoping this

Global Kenyon: Putin may be
leader for the rest of his life
MATT MANDEL
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

Russian President Vladimir Putin won another six-year term in the recent presidential
election, receiving more than 76 percent of the
vote on March 18, according to the Central
Election Commission (CEC).
Putin could “quite possibly” be the leader of
Russia for the rest of his life, according to Visiting Assistant Professor of Political Science Andrew F. Hart. Putin has held power in Russia for
nearly two decades and helped lead the country
through the dissolution of the Soviet Union.
While the Russian government is technically
a constitutional republic, the president has a
broad range of powers and many believe that
Russian elections are rigged.
Many are critical of Russia’s seemingly
democratic elections, including Assistant Professor of Russian James H. McGavran ’02, who
called the election “a sham.”
“There was no election,” he wrote in an
email to the Collegian. “There was the sad and
sobering spectacle of a murderous kleptocrat
and his cronies gearing up for six more years
of unimpeded human rights abuses, embezzlement and mockery of democratic principles.”
Hart said that since autocrats know they
are going to win, they care more about voter
turnout. Though there was 67.5 percent turnout according to the CEC, Putin urged higher
voter turnout in a March 16 televised address.
“The will of the people, the will of each Russian
citizen will determine the path the country will
take.” He encouraged Russians to “use their
right to choose the future for the great Russia
that we all love,” according to the Minnesota
Star Tribune.
Putin’s political strategy, which Hart calls
his “natural charisma and ability to lead,” will

continue to work if the Russian economy stays
strong.
“You see him riding on bears without shirts
and he plays in the Russian hockey game, and
he somehow, despite that fact that he’s in his
sixties, he scores seven goals or something like
that,” Hart said. “It’s ridiculous. But it seems to
be working.”
Recently, opposition to Putin has not solidified into one major unified group. Hart attributes this to the fact that “a couple of years
ago his main opposition was assassinated outside the Russian parliament … We assume that
looks like Putin’s doing, but we can’t be 100 percent sure. It probably is.”
Hart said Putin has interfered with other
democratic elections across the world. Rightwing leaders have recently taken power in
many different regions. “If you’re somebody
who likes ... and defends democracy, this is a
tough time for you,” he said.
Not only is there political rhetoric about
how this is the tensest period since the 1990s, it
is clear that Russia wants to “get back to a position of parity with the United States,” according
to Hart. “I get the sense that Putin absolutely
views today as we are in a new cold war, it is just
that the American body politic, its governing
people, have not yet started thinking again in
those terms,” Hart said.
When asked for a clear sign of cold war activity, Hart cited “cycles of recrimination …
where you just keep sticking a thumb in each
other’s eye at every chance you get. And that is
the trend I think we are seeing.”
Hart feels that tensions with Russia are “really concerning.” He quoted professional baseball catcher Yogi Berra, who once said, “It’s
tough to make predictions, especially about the
future.”

week of events provides students with a fun, festive way
to celebrate Paul Newman,

gear up for the end of the year
and get excited about Summer Sendoff.”
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ODEI events celebrate multiracial identities, relationships
Programming included a film, a keynote speaker and a panel with mixed-race students.
JUSTIN SUN
FEATURES EDITOR

When Associate Professor
of English Jené Schoenfeld
asked the panel of three Kenyon students with mixedrace backgrounds if any of
them had ever been asked
“What are you?” they all
looked at each other knowingly. Schoenfeld understood
the message. “Yeah, you all
get that,” she said, then asked
them how they responded to
the question.
Last week, the Office of
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI) organized three
programs as a part of a celebration of multiracial identities and relationships. After the panel on Wednesday,
which included Kyla Spencer ’18, Cayla Anderson ’18
and Camila Wise ’20, ODEI
screened the 2016 movie Loving on Friday and hosted
Sheryll Cashin as a keynote
speaker on Saturday. Loving
dramatizes the relationship
of the plaintiffs in the Supreme Court Decision Loving
v. Virginia, which overruled
state laws prohibiting interracial marriage. Cashin is the
Carmack Waterhouse Professor of Law, Civil Rights and
Social Justice at Georgetown
University, and her book Loving: Interracial Intimacy in
America and the Threat to
White Supremacy expands
upon Loving v. Virginia and

argues that interracial relationships could eventually
subvert white supremacy.
Assistant Director of ODEI
Jacky Neri Arias ’13 got the
idea for the celebration after
she noticed that she was frequently having conversations
about multiracial identities
and relationships at Kenyon.
When she was in graduate
school at the University of
Maryland, she participated in
a panel featuring multiracial
identities and couples with
her then boyfriend, who is
now her husband. She found
the response to be positive
and wanted to bring something similar to Kenyon.
“Many people of color on
campus are married to someone from a different ethnicity,” she said. “I just realized
all these people are having
these conversations. Clearly
there’s some interest.”
At the panel, close to 40
students, faculty and staff
members gathered in Peirce
Lounge to hear the panelists.
Neri Arias expected 10 to 12.
She was thrilled by the turnout.
In response to Schoenfeld’s
question, Spencer answered
that when someone asks her
“What are you?” it shows that
there is some disconnect between what she looks like and
what the speaker thinks people with her identity should
look like. It also shows that
they don’t have anything in-
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Sheryll Cashin, author of Loving: Interracial Intimacy in America and
the Threat to White Supremacy, spoke to cap off the week’s events.

teresting to say. “It makes you
look stupid,” she said of the
question asker.
The two other panelists
agreed. “The implication for
me is that you are less than
human,” Anderson said.
Another of Schoenfeld’s
questions to the panelists
asked how they navigate between their two identities.
Each panelist had a different experience. Spencer mentioned that she had never
met her biological father
and “didn’t realize that [she]
was not white until middle
school.” For Anderson, it depended on which side of her
family she was with. Wise

joked, “when it’s the World
Cup, I’m 100 percent Colombian.”
When Wise told her mother she was participating in
this panel, her mother was
confused. “You look white
and you don’t have an accent,” she had said.
“It seems like for the students on the panel, part of
celebrating
multiracialism
is celebrating a f lexibility or
f luidity to racial identity,”
Schoenfeld said. She pointed
out that other multiracial individuals chose to identify
primarily as multiracial or
as one race over the other.
“There are lots of modes of

being multiracial,” she said.
Wise saw the week ’s events
as a helpful extension to the
work already being done by
groups like Adelante and the
Black Student Union in raising awareness for underrepresented groups on campus.
At the end of the panel, she
acknowledged that her ability to pass as white gave her a
certain level of privilege that
other people of color did not
have. But that ability to pass
could result in uncomfortable
situations. Later, she recounted a story in which a friend of
hers made a remark that she
did not think was acceptable.
“I was like, ‘Why would you
say that?’ and they were like
‘Oh, I forgot you were Latino
for a second,’” she said.
The panel didn’t address
it, but Wise wished she could
have talked about what she
saw as an extension of the
“What are you?” question:
the “How are you a thing?”
question. In middle school,
she had an experience where
a boy turned to her in class
and asked her how her parents’ green card marriage was
going.
“One thing I didn’t address
was the constant belittling
of my parents wanting to be
together and my existence
in the first place,” she said.
“There’s a sense that I have to
choose one side or the other,
and there’s a sense that I can’t
choose one side or the other.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

27

26

30

23

Answer

David Perez ’18

Jess Kusher ’19

Rose Bialer ’20

Grace Halpern ’21

What was the name of Kenyon’s
yearbook?

The Reveille

No idea

It’s dead now

I don’t know

Kenyon Yearbook

Which famous Kenyon alumnus
is currently under house arrest
in Venezuela?

Leopoldo López ’93

I don’t know

Leopoldo

Leopoldo López

Leader of the left of
Venezuela

What are the ingredients in
Thousand Island dressing?

Mayonnaise, ketchup
and chopped pickles

No idea

My hopes and dreams

Mayonnaise and ketchup

Ranch and ketchup

When is Pete Davidson coming to
campus?

Saturday, April 21

April 21

The weekend of April 20

April 27

4/21

Weekly Scores

1

2

2

1
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How Kenyon tour guides explain construction to visitors
Admissions Office assumes a positive outlook towards changes to campus appearance.
JACK CHESTON
STAFF WRITER

Gray modular units line
Ransom Lawn. Temporary orange fencing circles Gund Gallery. During the day, noise from
construction happening near
Lentz House and on Gaskin Avenue disrupts the peace. Some
Kenyon students lament that
the construction happening on
campus makes the campus uglier (see the Facebook group “Kenyon Memes for Modular Unit
Loving Teens”).
One can wonder, though,
how prospective students feel
about the campus in flux. As it
turns out, Kenyon tour guides
and the Office of Admissions do
not find it very difficult to advertise the changing campus.
“I’m just pretty transparent
about it,” Ethan Bradley ’20, a
tour guide, said. “The fact that
we won’t have a library for a
couple of years is probably not
the straw that broke the camel’s
back. If a prospective student
decides not to come here, there
were probably other, more significant, reasons why.”
Prospective students and
their parents are at worst indifferent towards the construction,
according to tour guides. The
guides do not have to make any
particular effort to explain the
construction because, they say,

NIKKI ANDERSON

Jodi-Ann Wang ’20 leads a tour of prospective students down Middle Path by the remains of Farr Hall.

prospective students have the
same reactions they have always
had to Kenyon’s campus.
“I think the weather recently
has been much more of a concern to people, to be perfectly
honest,” Co-Head Tour Guide
Nate Rosenberg ’18 said. “And
while there is a lot of construction happening, it does not take
away from how beautiful all
these buildings are ... A lot of
people are still commenting on
how beautiful the campus is.”
Bradley concurs. “[Prospective families] still see Old K.
There’s no construction on
South Campus so that all still

looks really pretty. It’s all still
gorgeous upon first impression.”
Thomas Stanton ’19 thinks
prospective families view Kenyon’s devotion to campus improvement as a positive thing.
“I mention the 2020 plan …
throughout my tour,” Stanton
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “I think a lot of parents especially view [the plan]
positively. More development
equals more resources that
their student will be able to use
when they come to Kenyon …
In town, I discuss the new retail space and bar that will be
constructed. Prospies respond

positively — they are excited
about having a new library and
new spaces to haunt during the
weekend.”
The construction also fits
nicely into part of the general brand that they say Kenyon
projects to prospective families,
according to Stanton. “We like
to say that we are aware of our
issues and we aim to constantly
improve things,” Bradley said.
“Sunset [Cottage] is not accessible to people who are not ablebodied, so they’re making new
English buildings and they’re
making them accessible. And
there’s going to be a huge reno-

vation to Ascension to make it
accessible too. So it’s not hard to
put a positive spin on all of the
construction because it is positive.”
But one sophomore, a specialty tour guide who shows prospective students and families
specific parts of campus, mentioned that they find it difficult
to seem excited about the 2020
Plan when it will not be completed until after they graduate.
They wanted to keep their name
and gender anonymous due to
fear that the Admissions Office
would not view them as the right
person to promote the College.
Although prospective students
do not usually ask about the construction, the sophomore dreads
needing to seem enthusiastic
when they do. “It’s like working
at Disney,” they said of making
sure the tour leaves a good impression.
Yet for future community
members, the construction happening at Kenyon seems to be
sign of much good to come.
“For the most part people
see change as positive,” Bradley
said. “Because [prospective students] don’t go here yet … they
don’t have the lens of what Kenyon looked like before informing
what they think of the campus.
It’s still a gorgeous place to be,
up on this hill in rural Ohio. Kenyon is still Kenyon.”

Greenslade makes plans for two years without Olin Library
Special Collections and Archives will relocate to a modular unit with storage by the KAC.
DORA SEGALL
FEATURES EDITOR

Driving past the Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC), you might be able to catch a
glimpse of one of the College’s many current construction sites.
This project will soon become a new
storage facility for resources from Olin and
Chalmers Memorial Library, including the
contents of the Greenslade Special Collections and Archives. The modular units will
function as the archives’ home during the
two years it will take to build a new, permanent space. “It is not ideal to transport
things back and forth, but it’s also just a
two-year period,” Special Collections Librarian Elizabeth Williams-Clymer said.
Because the books are often old and
very fragile, Williams-Clymer recently
began gathering boxes to hold them during transportation from the temporary
storage space to the makeshift library on
central campus. The librarians will further
protect the books with tissue and foam.
When students request certain materials,
a vehicle will bring them from storage to
the modular unit that will serve as a workspace for Williams-Clymer and Abigail
Miller, College and Digital Collections Archivists. “It will be functional, it will still
work,” Miller said. “It will just be a period
of adjustment.”
The distance between archival storage

and research space during construction
also causes a time delay in transporting
materials. Miller explained that she and
Williams-Clymer simply will not have the
staff or infrastructure to accommodate
drop-in appointments. This means that
students will no longer be able to show up
for last-minute research. Instead, students
who fill out the form already on the LBIS
website can expect to access books and
artifacts at the modular unit within 24 to
48 hours. According to Williams-Clymer,
this appointment-based system is standard
at other institutions, regardless of whether
they are under construction.
The modular units located on Peirce
Lawn will serve not only as an office for
Williams-Clymer and Miller but as a transitory reading room for classes and independent researchers. “I think that’s the
biggest thing,” Williams-Clymer said.
“We have a space that is right here across
Middle Path from where we currently
are.” She recalls her feelings of anticipation upon seeing a construction worker
walk into the space earlier this week. She
and Miller both look forward to seeing
the inside of the unit once it is structurally
sound enough for them to do so.
Both Williams-Clymer and Miller
wanted to clarify that the library, including the Special Collections and Archives,
will still offer student employment during
the construction. “There will be jobs. We

ANNMARIE MORRISON

The new storage unit will offer a temporary space for rare and historical documents.

are still functioning with staff,” WilliamsClymer said. “We will be hiring in the fall.”
In fact, some of the student employees
will transport materials between the storage and research facilities using what will
most likely be a Kenyon-owned minivan
without back seats. Gund Gallery will use
the space for permanent storage following
construction.
When the library is completed, the archives and special collections will have
about twice as much room as they cur-

rently do, as well as two separate spaces for
researching and housing materials. This
expansion will offer a much needed solution to the lack of space for students to
meet with staff and browse materials when
large groups come by. In the meantime,
Williams-Clymer and Miller will do what
they can to provide the same services to
students as they do now.
“The interim is just that,” WilliamsClymer said. “It’s interim. It will be what it
will be, and we will get through it.”
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Long Dog Art Festival provides platform for amateur artists
A recent independent exhibition in the Horn Gallery featured student art, music and writing.
ULYSSES YARBER
STAFF WRITER

As I walked into the Long
Dog Art Festival on Sunday, a
large sheet of paper covering
the adjacent wall caught my
eye. Guests of the festival could
contribute to the paper mural
in marker with doodles or haikus, which added to the event’s
charm.
Soft folk music and the scent
of microwavable pizza rolls
wafted through the sunshine
of the lower Horn Gallery and
added to the casual, homey atmosphere of the event. The curators, Shara Morgan ’20 and
Dora Segall ’20 (a features editor
for the Collegian), offered hot
tea to visitors as they entered.
The all-day art festival took
place this past Sunday and featured musical performances in
the afternoon. The 117s, a band
composed of Zack Eydenberg
’18 and Nick Navari ’18, played,
as well as the newly christened
Pickled Jalapeños, a band composed of Jackson Schorer ’21,
Zach Hollander ’21 and Josh
Aberman ’20. Schorer sang a

SHANE CANFIELD

One wall of the Horn Gallery was transformed into a community mural over the course of last Sunday.

rendition of “Danny Boy” by Peter Hollins, while the others accompanied their original songs
on guitar. In addition to the
musical performances, student
art — curated by Morgan and
Segall — was on display.
A sign on the wall next to
the mural declared the curators’
mission statement: “We wanted

to make a safe space for this sort
of artistic freedom.” Watercolor,
photography, poetry, embroidery and zines were just a few
of the creations to fill the room,
from tiny notebooks to five-foot
prints. Many of the works were
unlabeled.
Morgan said that the variety
of mediums within the festival

Dinner and a Movie to feature Buena Vista Social Club
DAN NOLAN | ARTS EDITOR

Ibrahim Ferrer was shining shoes on the streets of Cuba in 1997 when Ry Cooder hired
him as a lead singer for the Buena Vista Social Club. By the next year, he would be singing in
Carnegie Hall in New York City.
Like many of the other Cuban musicians in the ensemble, Ferrer’s fame peaked in the
1940s and 50s. He had taken a hiatus from music in the years before the ensemble formed.
This group of superabuelos, or “super grandfathers,” is the focus of Wim Wenders’ 1999
documentary Buena Vista Social Club, which will be shown at the Gund Gallery on Thursday night. Their album of the same title won the 1998 Grammy Award for Best Traditional
Tropical Latin Album. Through the lens of pre-revolutionary Cuban music, the musicians’
stories give snapshots of Cuba between the 1920s and 1990s.
The screening is inspired by the Gund Gallery exhibition “Rhythmic Light: Contemporary Cuban Photography by Arien Chang Castán and Leysis Quesada Vera,” which spotlights two contemporary Cuban photographers.
The film cuts between the ensemble’s first ever performance in Amsterdam in 1998 and
interviews with the members in Cuba. Viewers see 90-year-old guitarist Compay Segundo,
who has been smoking cigars for 85 years, recall lighting his grandmother’s cigars at age
five. Omara Portuondo, the only female member of the group, sings “Veinte Años” with
residents of her old neighborhood as she walks down the street.
Wenders shot the movie on two handheld cameras, which pan through Cuba’s natural
world and its neighborhoods. Shots linger on locals moving a fridge from an apartment and
small children learning gymnastics.
Each of the most prominent members show off their musical skill while playing their hit
songs, as if the movie were a concert. Though many of these songs are played often on the radio in the United States, the film’s translations of the lyrics and the ensemble’s performances
add a new dimension to these classic songs. Ferrer’s performance of the love song “Dos Gardenias” is sweeter than ever with the full translation, “Two gardenias for you / With them I
mean to say / I love you, I adore you, my love.”
The film culminates with the ensemble’s trip to New York City to play at Carnegie Hall.
In the same way the cameras explored Cuba earlier in the film, viewers see the ensemble
exploring New York City. They stand in shop windows, trying to name all the celebrity figurines on display. They laugh and yell about the size of John Wayne’s gun in a movie poster.
The final scene of the film focuses on Ferrer, the old shoe shiner, as he begins to cry tears of
joy on the stage of Carnegie Hall.
Buena Vista Social Club will be screened on Thursday, April 12 at 7 p.m. in the Community
Foundation Theater as part of the Gund Gallery’s Dinner and a Movie program.

highlighted her approach to art.
“Anything you make creatively
and with your heart, that’s art of
some kind,” she said.
The goal of the day was to
celebrate creation, to share
without embarrassment and
to develop pride in craft, dismissing labels that create selfdoubt. “As I’ve been taking art

classes, I feel very pressured to
be ‘good’... I just feel like Kenyon as a whole is very competitive,” Morgan said. She wanted
to do something that was a little less subjective and competitive to encourage more people
to share their art. Students who
submitted work appreciated the
welcoming atmosphere of the
festival. “Submitting to Long
Dog was nice for me because it
was a very easy way to put my
work forward without having to
feel like it was something to be
judged as much as something to
just put out there,” said Ely Peteet ’21, whose poems were on
display.
This is the first Long Dog Art
Festival, but it will not be the
last. The curators hope that the
event will be held every semester and cannot wait to see more
art from the Kenyon community. “If you make something out
of a creative vision, and you’re
excited about this thing, then
I want to see,” Morgan said. “I
don’t care what it is. You could
have baked it, you could have
made it with chemicals, you
could have drawn it.”

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Kenyon Wind Ensemble shows off versatility in spring concert
Pieces ranged from orchestral adaptations to contemporary avant-garde compositions.
DYLAN MANNING
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon Wind Ensemble
showed off their musical versatility last Sunday in Rosse Hall with a
spring concert that featured a wide
variety of musical genres, conducted
by Professor of Music Dane Heuchemer.
The concert opened strong with
an Aaron Copland piece, “Fanfare
for the Common Man,”which emphasized the horn section, and gave
particular attention to the trumpets. The ensemble then moved on
to “O Magnum Mysterium,” a piece
by Morten Lauridsen originally intended for a chorus and adapted for
instruments. The work challenged
the ensemble to play smoothly and
slowly; making a slow piece sound
seamless and texturally beautiful can
be more difficult than playing a rapid
series of notes. The ensemble did an
admirable job, and Andrew Savidge
’21, the trumpet soloist of the piece,
played with control and grace.

JESSICA MEZA

The Kenyon Symphonic Wind Ensemble performed their Spring Concert on April 8 in Rosse Hall.

The group pushed itself by playing a number of pieces not originally
written for wind ensembles. “I really
like that this year we played a wide
variety of stuff. We played orchestral pieces adapted for bands, as well

as ‘hearty’ band pieces,” Emily Criss
’21, who plays the French horn, said.
There are five new first-year students
playing horns, giving the ensemble
a more robust sound and a stronger
foundation.

Before the intermission, the band
played Malcolm Arnold‘s “Four
Scottish Dancers,” which, besides
having typical brass melodies, used
playful sounds such as whistles, tones
and melodies that imitated those of a

bagpipe.
As the concert progressed, the
ensemble displayed their capability
to cover different categories of music
by performing the avant-garde and
dissonant piece “Al Fresco” by Karel
Husa. The work played with untraditional harmonies that used spirited
staccato rhythms, transitioning into
more somber lagato tones before returning to the beginning theme.
The ensemble ended its performance with “Danzon No. 2” by
Arturo Márquez, a rhythmic and
dynamic Spanish dance that wasrecently featured Amazon’s Mozart in
the Jungle. This piece was the ensemble’s strongest performance of the
afternoon because of how expertly
the musicians stayed in sync with the
conductor despite all the complicated
rhythms.
Throughout the concert the band
showed just how versatile they could
be, covering music that would usually require a choral or string section
without ever sounding as though it
were lacking.

Middle Path Sessions produces “Tiny Desk”-style recordings

WKCO recording team continues projects in Colburn without Farr Hall basemement studio.
ZACK EYDENBERG
COPY EDITOR

With both the radio and studio teams in temporary locations
since the demolition of Farr Hall,
WKCO has used this moment
of transition to branch out into
new projects. One such project
is Middle Path Sessions, an NPR
“Tiny Desk”-inspired live video
concert series. Created by the
studio team, which is distinct
from the radio station leadership, these sessions can be found
on the studio’s YouTube channel,
“WKCO Records” and iTunes.
Seth Reichert ’17 and Grace
Fuisz ’19 started the project last
year, when they co-managed the
WKCO studio. Middle Path Sessions showcases the music of
students and alumni. The project has released six sessions so
far, with several more already in
post-production this semester.
Featured artists include Annie
Blackman ’20 and Jeremy Stern
’19, as well as alumni bands Park
Strangers and Remember Sports
(then known as SPORTS).
“We wanted to give the Kenyon music scene more credit,”
Fuisz said. “A lot of the performance opportunities on campus
were usually dominated by one
or two bands, and we kind of
wanted to show off that there was
something more there.”
Reichert hoped such a project
would also be useful publicity
for Kenyon musical acts. “I really wanted to bring the idea of
making a live performance space
for student bands,” Reichert said,
“where they could share their
songs, share their music to be ac-

cessible on the internet, sort of a
reality.”
Reichert said he wanted to
do something like Middle Path
Sessions since he became studio manager as a sophomore in
2015, but circumstances — such
as staffing shortages — prevented
the project from happening immediately. Reichert said a project
like this needs a crew of at least
five people, between the recording of sound and video, although
they’ve since gotten away with
four. When Reichert started interning at the studio, the only
two staff members with the necessary experience were the managers.
WKCO would also need a
mobile rig to record a live project
in these kinds of locations. “We
wouldn’t have been able to record
bands out in the world until we
started to have a mobile rig,” said
Reichert. “It took several years of
making sure we were equipped.”
With a portable recording
device provided by the Business
and Finance Committee (BFC)
last semester, Middle Path Sessions has become a sustainable
reality. The full-time staff is now
five strong after taking on new
students looking to take a bigger
role in the studio.
With Fuisz abroad for the semester in New Zealand, the management of Middle Path Sessions
has fallen to the newly trained
staff. “We don’t really have official titles,” Jake Zeisel ’19, a project leader for Middle Path Sessions, said. He added that Fuisz
is still the studio manager despite
being abroad. After transferring
to Kenyon from Cornell Univer-

sity last year, Zeisel “learned the
ropes of the WKCO” by sitting
in on recording sessions with
Reichert and helping set up. Now
he, Daniela Grande ’20 and Andrew Perelman ’20 have taken
the reins of the studio team and
the Middle Path Sessions project.
After the loss of the Farr Hall
studio in the fall due to continuing campus construction, the
primary recording booth was
moved to Colburn Hall, and
makes the studios uncertain. But
Zeisel noted that Middle Path
Sessions itself isn’t much affected
by the move since the sessions
are recorded on location. Sites
have included the popular hiking
destination Sunset Point, Brandi Recital Hall and the laundry
room of Old Kenyon Residence
Hall.
“Our output recently hasn’t
been very good because of our
communication with the rest of
WKCO, and our group, we don’t
have anywhere that we can meet
right now,” Zeisel said. “It’s hard
to keep up the momentum.”
Fuisz agreed. “Because the
studio staff is a group where everyone is learning hands-on, just
doing it, it’s really helpful to just
have a meeting space where we
can learn and coordinate together. Especially because we have a
lot of organizational things, a lot
of events.”
Fuisz and Zeisel both hope
to expand the project in the future to further develop the music scene on the Hill and bring
more students into the studio,
especially those who are nervous
about performing. “We really
want to do a group of sessions

that’s just one song, so people
aren’t as intimidated about calling themselves a songwriter,”
Fuisz said. “People who are just
starting out, or covers, whatever
it is.”
Zeisel said he hopes this project will further foster student
music at Kenyon. “We thought if
we could spread the word about
how many talented people there

are at Kenyon, people may even
be more interested in coming
here and playing music,” Zeisel
said. “That’s why a lot of people
at WKCO came here, I think,
because we heard there was cool
music stuff being done at Kenyon.” While waiting on construction of a new studio, WKCO continues to leave its musical mark
on campus.

COURTESY OF DANIELA GRANDE

Annie Blackman ’20 performed during the Middle Path Sessions.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

A case for speaking
to the Collegian
In the Collegian office this week we joked
that it might be good to have a version of the
New York Post’s Page Six, a gossip column
where we could print stories we know are true
without getting them on the record. We spent
a lot of time this week, and this year, tracking
down rumors and trying to bring our readers
the truth about how this campus is changing.
But it’s hard to do this work when organizations make unilateral decisions not to talk to
the Collegian.
We are never trying to make anyone look
bad in the Collegian. We are trying to tell the
truth.
When you decline to comment, you’re
choosing to limit the exposure of accurate
information and denying the community an
opportunity to engage in open dialogue. This
campus deserves to have an ongoing discussion about the issues that affect it — for example, the role of Greek organizations and
changes to some student support organizations.
We’ve been working on several stories this
week that could have been strengthened with
student input. We were unable to run an important story because no one would speak on
the record about it (and one administrator
told us he was too busy).
Yet we get the impression that some groups
think they don’t need to engage in transparency or inform the community about what’s
happening in their organizations as it’s happening. It doesn’t inspire students to be engaged if they read articles about decisions
that have already been made. Our community deserves to have an open exchange about
how we interact with each other and on what
terms.
We know that this reluctance comes, in
part, from a sense of mistrust. We know that
in the past, the Collegian has made tremendous mistakes. But we’ve made a significant effort to earn back your trust this year
through relentless communication, availability and transparency.
Next time you think about declining to
comment, we hope you’ll reconsider.
The staff editorial was written this week by editorsin-chief Bailey Blaker ’18 and Gabrielle Healy ’18 and
managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You can contact
them at blakerb@kenyon.edu, healyg@kenyon.edu and
ellerl@kenyon.edu, respectively.

The opinions page is a space for members of
the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only to the
writer. Columns and letters to the editors do
not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff.
All members of the community are welcome to
express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed
by individuals, not organizations, and must
be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to
publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as
many letters as possible each week subject to
space, interest and appropriateness. Members
of the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

RAND BURNETTE | COLLEGIAN

Kenyon Q’s: Study spaces after Club Olin
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
OPINIONS ASSISTANT

Dear Hannah Lee,
I’m not excited to lose the library
next year. I’m even less excited to have
study spaces in those trailers outside
of Peirce. Is there anywhere else I can
study that’s not my dorm or a classroom?
Signed,
Club O Gremlin
Dear Gremlin,
You have my sympathies. Many
Kenyon students can’t imagine what
a college without a standing library
will be like, but it’s up to you and your
peers to brave the trailers on Ransom
Lawn, the study spaces in Bexley Hall
and wherever else Olin’s literary inhabitants will squat temporarily.
Despite this new reality, there’s still
hope. I can count on both hands the
number of times I stepped into Olin
in four years at Kenyon, let alone the
number that I actually studied there.
Studying in the library never appealed to me. Maybe that’s because the
building looks a little bit like a prison
from the outside, and when you have
an eight-page essay to write, the last
place I want to be trapped in is a dungeon of despair. I also see my friends
there, and when I study around my
friends, how can I be expected to read
quietly when I’d rather catch up on
their weekend escapades? For me, that

place is a breeding ground for unproductivity.
Since I won’t be needing them much
longer, I’ll toss out a few of my favorite
alternative study spots on campus.
Wiggin Street Coffee:
Since my first year at Kenyon, I
have always written my big essays in
Wiggin. Going there is a treat that
motivates me to work on assignments.
They have comfy booths, good lighting, food and enough coffee to fuel a
research paper on 15th century English verse. That said, the activity level
in Wiggins has increased dramatically since I started this routine. Imagine yesteryear, when you could saunter in at 2 p.m. and just grab a booth.
Ah, those young and innocent days.
Now? Hah! Entering the shop after 9
a.m. is like stepping into The Hunger
Games, and my dear, you best assume
those odds are never in your favor. My
advice: Get there early, bring enough
work to busy you for hours and tip
your baristas.
Peirce Pub:
Cozier than Old Side and quieter
than New Side, Peirce Pub is a lovely
spot to squeeze in some before-class
or after-dinner study time. It is typically a peaceful place to settle into an
armchair and knock out a couple of
chapters of reading. Or take over one
of those half-booth circle tables for
your whole crew to work on a group
project. The best part is that you’re just
feet away from making a sandwich or

bowl of cereal, so you don’t even need
to leave the building for a snack.
Eaton Center:
Perhaps Kenyon’s best-kept study
secret, Eaton Center is the College’s financial office. It’s the white house next
to the Center for Global Engagement
and across the street from Bexley. If
you haven’t spent much time there,
Eaton has two separate office spaces,
connected by a breezeway. Large windows line both sides of the breezeway,
and one side has a long room filled
with small tables and chairs.
This beautiful little study oasis is
rarely occupied and just waiting for a
student in need of some cram time to
use it.
Eaton’s only downside is that it is
an office building and runs on office
hours. If you try to go on the weekends
or evenings after 5 or 6 p.m., you’ll
find only locked doors and heartache.
These locations have seen my blood,
sweat and tears. As you enter life beyond Olin, I hope that they’ll bring
you focus, inspiration and friends in
unlikely places.
What are your burning questions? Don’t know what to do about
your hookup’s return from a semester
abroad? Trying to rein in reactions to
out-of-control email threads? Submit
anonymously on tinyurl.com/kenyonqs or ask Hannah Lee at leidyh@kenyon.edu and she can offer the written
equivalent of a hug.
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Letter to the Editor: Approaching constant self-censorship
Editors:
This is how it works. Faculty and students attack a
draft of The Good Samaritan, a Kenyon professor’s
play about the mistreatment
of Hispanic immigrants by
listing a series of what one
April 5 article in the Collegian (“Baltimore provides a
nuanced treatment of discrimination”) calls “multiple
insensitivities.” The same article cites Professor Tazewell
talking about hurting people

“we didn’t intend to hurt,”
something I daresay refers to
that play. But another April
5 Collegian article (“College hosts 20 small groups”)
speaks of “overwhelming
criticism that the play’s representation of a Guatemalan
character was racist.”
So we move in the shortest
order from complaints about
insensitivity to an “overwhelming” judgment of racism. To be judged racist is
about the worst thing that

can happen to most decent
people. One does anything
to avoid that. On a college
campus almost no one will
risk saying or writing anything that might be understood as insensitive, since
that becomes “racist” in the
blink of an eye. Hence, there
follows constant self-censorship, which gives the correct impression to minorities
that their fellow students
and professors are insincere.
From this they reasonably,

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Apple movie-making
software
4. Lessen
9. Surgery performed by
dentist
10. Anticipation of a meal
14. Kane, Office of Student Engagement Director
15. Daughter’s name in
Gilmore Girls
16. _ _ _ _-globin
17. First-person poem
18. Top left keyboard key
19. Pleasant weather, as of
late in Gambier
21. Pledge
22. Location of musical
protest on April 14, as organized by Leah Dunbar
’20
25. Indian flatbread
26. Urban conglomeration, abbr.
27. Shortened version of
UVA’s sports teams’ nickname
29. Latin suffix meaning
“all”
32. Great Depression Era
train hoppers
37. Kenyon visitor on April
8 or 22
40. Give hair volume
41. “_ _ _ _ who Bore Me”
from Spring Awakening
42. Diversity Advisors’
administrative affiliation
43. Fellow member of
AST, informally
45. Brand of foam darts
and shooters
47. Musical guests for
Summer Sendoff, on April
27
54. Popular carpet in
dorm rooms
55. Copses
56. One of two demonyms
for a person from Laos
57. “_ _ _ _ _ Ocho,” a festival in Miami

but wrongly, tend to draw
the conclusion that hostility,
not fear, is the cause. And
that makes the search for
proof of hostility, the insensitive slip that reveals hidden
racism, all the more vigilant.
At the February 1 meeting
about The Good Samaritan I
said that this was the end of
liberal education at Kenyon.
Hilarity ensued. But in fact
liberal education is impossible under circumstances
where one’s reputation can

suffer irreparable harm because, among other things,
one didn’t give the minority character enough lines,
or had him possess a stuffed
(stereotypical) donkey. Liberal education means fighting with ideas that are sometimes disagreeable and even
offensive. Who will risk engaging them seriously now?
Sincerely,
Professor of Political Science Fred Baumann

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

59. Windows to the soul
60. “Anything _ _ _ _?”
61. Detached and unfriendly
62. Does, archaically
63. Contrasted with a
“thinker”
64. PDA in Spanish
65. Cries of pain

DOWN
1. First year, colloquially
2. Variety of skin cancer
3. Tissue thickness
4. Not just some
5. Louisiana swamp
6. Mystical character traits
7. Clichéd
8. Every
9. “Milk’s Favorite Cookie”
10. So on and so forth
11. Jealous Greek goddess
12. Produce an output
13. Cousin of animism
19. Data encryption by
prime numbers
20. devreseR
23. Desert paradise
24. Most populated Hawaiian island
27. Three goals scored by
the same player: _ _ trick
28. “_ _ _ on a Grecian Urn”
30. Cyclohexane, a six_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ring
31. Allegedly, a document
President Trump failed to
sign
33. Smells
34. Close ally
35. Fewer than two
36. HIV or herpes
38. MCAT or LSAT
39. Maximally sun-kissed
44. Gerund-making suffix
46. Revision-makers, for
short
47. Moby Dick, for example
48. Angelic circles
49. “There’s snow place
like home!”

SOLUTIONS FROM LAST ISSUE
50. Toy on a string
51. Gaskin and Acland, on
postcards
52. Soothes
53. “Farmer” or “to farm”
in Dutch or Afrikaans
60. Period of Japanese
isolation

Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your finished crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout!
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Lacrosse tops Tigers and Yeomen in tight NCAC contests
After wins, Lords move into NCAC Tournament position with only three games remaining.
MADDIE MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

This Saturday, the Lords lacrosse team came away with
two triumphant 17-13 and 15-10
wins over North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) competitors Wittenberg University and
Oberlin College. The Lords, with
a record of 4-2 in the NCAC, are
now ranked fourth in the conference. Only the top four will move
on to compete in the NCAC postseason tournament.
“Saturday’s game was definitely a must-win for our postseason goal of an NCAC title,”
Jonah Florence ’18 said.
The Lords dominated all aspects of play on Saturday. Of the
33 faceoffs, Kenyon came away
with wins in 24. The Lords captured 46 ground balls compared
to the Tigers’ 27. They had 53
shots, which dwarfed Wittenberg’s 37 shots, and their shots on
goal outnumbered Wittenberg’s
at 34 to 21.
Within the first five minutes of
play, Florence opened the scoring
with a goal, the first of the four
total he would score. Wittenberg
countered the attack with three
goals until Kenyon called a timeout with about four and a half
minutes left in the quarter.
Lords responded with a 7-0
run that extended into the second quarter with Nick Vitale ’19
capturing three of those goals
in a row. The half finished with
both Kenyon and Wittenberg
scoring an additional two goals
each, leaving the halftime score
at 10-5.
The Tigers started off the second half with two quick goals to

reduce Kenyon’s lead. Kenyon
called a timeout and retaliated
with three goals, two by Florence
and an additional one from Vitale. In the last nine minutes of
the third quarter, the teams each
scored two more points to end
the quarter at 15-9.
In the final quarter, Wittenberg tacked on an additional
four points, but Pierce Kraft ’18
helped the Lords fend off the Tigers with two goals that contributed to his total of four goals for
the game. Goalie Nick Connelly
’21 added eight saves to his personal record.
The Lords found similar success against Oberlin. In the first
half, Kenyon fired off 26 shots,
converting eight of them into
goals. Goals from Will Robbins
’21, Vitale, Kraft and Josh Galardi ’18 put the lords up 8-5 at the
half. Vitale led Kenyon with five
total goals during the game.
After being outscored 4-3
in the third quarter, the Lords
dominated the last quarter of
play, outscoring Oberlin 4-1 and
regaining their comfortable lead
en route to a 15-10 victory.
While the Yeomen topped the
Lords in face offs, winning 17
compared to Kenyon’s 11, the biggest difference in the game was
the Lords’ ability to create turnovers. While only giving the ball
away 12 times, the Lords forced
20 Oberlin turnovers, including
seven in the final quarter.
Kenyon has two more in-conference games this season as they
try to make their way into the
NCAC tournament. The Lords
will face Denison University on
April 18 and Hiram College on
April 21.

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Attacker Josh Galardi ’18 looks for an open pass upfield to put the Lords in a strong scoring position.

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Pictured left to right: Emilio Sosa ’19, Josh Galardi ’18, Nick Vitale ’19 and Reed Russell ’21 line up.

Softball completes up-and-down week with three victories
A seventh inning rally and walk-off double by Lauren Graf ’20 highlighted Ladies’ weekend.
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Ladies softball team
completed their week with a
3-3 record, coming up with
two victories against Capital
University (Ohio), a win and
a loss against the College of
Wooster and two defeats at the
hands of Denison University.
On Thursday, the Ladies
visited Denison for a doubleheader and lost 7-1 and 12-4.
During the series, the Ladies
never held a lead and only
spent a half-inning tied with
the Big Red. The day still had
a few bright spots as Grace
Finn ’21 put together a 2-4 afternoon with a double and a
stolen base and also reached
on a hit by pitch.
On Sunday, the Wooster

Scots visited the Ladies, losing the first game 5-1 before
bouncing back with an 8-3
win later in the afternoon.
The first game was a pitchers’
duel, with Keely Sweet ’20 and
Wooster’s Kelly Chase both
throwing five scoreless frames
before each gave up a run in
the sixth. Tied 1-1 entering
the decisive final frame, the
Scots were able to get across
four runs and shut down the
Ladies’ offense in the bottom
of the seventh to claim game
one.
Game two started differently for the Ladies’ offense.
No longer forced to face
Wooster’s Chase, the Ladies
put across five runs in the first
two innings, with the biggest
hit coming from Kathryn
Riggs ’21, whose two-run dou-

ble put the Ladies up by five.
The Ladies’ Austen Whibley
’19 helped the team to victory
with her first complete game
and first victory of the season,
only giving up three runs on
eight hits while striking out
four.
Whibley came back the
next day to face the Capital
Crusaders in the first game of
the Ladies’ third doubleheader
of the week. Although Whibley pitched well and battled
hard throughout the game, the
Ladies found themselves down
4-1 entering the bottom of the
seventh inning.
Looking for a rally with one
out, the Ladies collected consecutive singles from Nicole
Horita ’18, Amanda Coyle ’18
and Madi Maldonado ’18 to
load the bases. Capital’s Bri-

anna Reardon walked Finn
to bring home the Ladies second run of the game, bringing the score to 4-2. Then
Emily Buckwalter ’21 got an
RBI groundout, bringing the
Ladies within one for right
fielder Lauren Graf ’20 with
two outs and runners on second and third. Working the
count, Graf found a 2-2 pitch
she liked and stroked it into
right field for the walk-off Ladies victory.
Although the second game
of the doubleheader did not
have walk-off dramatics, the
game was not void of exciting
moments. After losing their
3-1 cushion in the top of the
fifth, RBI doubles from both
Buckwalter and Juliana Delsante ’20 in the bottom of the
inning provided the runs that

Sweet needed to seal the game
and the doubleheader for her
ninth win of the season.
Last week’s performance
moves the Ladies to 18-12 but
drops them to only 2-4 in the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC). With 10 NCAC
games left on their schedule,
there is still time to make up
lost ground, but the Ladies
currently find sit at sixth place
in the conference, two games
out of the pivotal fourth-place
spot that would place them in
the NCAC tournament in early May.
The Ladies’ next doubleheader is this Saturday at the
third-place Wittenberg University Tigers, before they
travel to face the eighth-place
Hiram College Terriers next
Wednesday.
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Lords break through in 10th inning against Terriers, 13-11
Matt Contreras ’19 slams three-run homer in extra inning victory over Hiram College.
MARY LIZ BRADY
STAFF WRITER

It took 19 days for the Ohio
weather to cooperate, but after multiple cancellations and
postponements due to rain and
snow, the baseball team was
able to get back on the field last
week for the first time since
spring break.
The Lords kicked things
off by splitting a doubleheader
at Ohio Wesleyan University
on April 5. The Lords jumped
out to a fast start in game one
against the Battling Bishops,
scoring two runs in the first
inning. That lead did not last
long though, as starting pitcher Will Allen ’20 gave up eight
earned runs over the course of
the first two and one-third innings. In the third, Rawson
Scheinberg ’19 came in and let
up one more run in that inning,
and finished the game pitching
five and two-thirds innings
with five strikeouts and while
only giving up five hits and one
walk.
Both starting pitchers were
locked in for the first eight innings in the second game. For
the Lords, Pat Craig ’21 threw
six and two-third innings, and
did not give up a hit until the
fourth and a run until the Battling Bishops scored two unearned runs in the sixth. Craig
finished the day giving up seven hits, one walk and six strikeouts. The Lords, down 3-1 entering the eighth inning, got
the comeback started on a solo
homerun from Matt von Roemer ’18. A smattering of base
hits and mistakes by Ohio Wes-

leyan helped the Lords score
five more runs in the ninth. Entering the bottom on the ninth
leading 7-3, the Battling Bishops made it close, scoring three
runs to make the score 7-6, but
the Lords hung on to secure the
doubleheader split.
Overnight snow on Friday
pushed the Lords to cancel
their games against the University of Mount Union on Sunday
to play two against Wabash
during the weekend. The Lords
kept game one against Wabash
close through four innings as
Kenyon starter Nathan Chandler ’20 held the Little Giants
to only one run on two hits in
those four innings. Bryan Roberts of Wabash pitched into the
eighth and held the Lords to
just five hits and one run on an
RBI single from von Roemer in
the eighth. After one run in the
third, the Little Giants scored
three runs in both the fifth and
sixth and then tacked on five
more in the eighth to beat the
Lords 12-1.
On Sunday, Alex Gow ’21
kept the Little Giants’ bats in
check through five innings,
giving up two runs on six hits, a
walk and three hit batters. Jesse Bogacz ’18 came in to relieve
Gow, pitching four strong innings to finish the game. In his
strong outing, Bogacz walked
two, struck out seven and let up
an unearned run. Despite leading off a few innings with hits
and generally making strong
contact, the Lords struggled to
get their offense going. Senior
starter for the Little Giants,
Cody Cochran, held the Lords
to just four hits over seven in-

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS
HISTORY
This week in 1938, the
Kenyon ‘Poloists’ fell
to Harvard University 15-6 at the National Intercollegiate
Polo meet, held in
New York. While Kenyon’s ponies could
run just as fast as the
Ivy League horses, it
was the stopping and
turning at which Kenyon’s horses were
inferior.

JESSICA MEZA

Matt von Roemer ’18 takes a hack against a Wabash College pitcher on April 8 in a 3-0 loss at home.

nings of work.
The Lords made up game
one of a previously postponed
doubleheader against Hiram
on Wednesday. They got off to
a fast start, plating eight runs
in the first four innings, with
three of those runs coming
on a three-run homerun from
Matt Contreras ’19. However,

the Terriers scored eight runs
in the sixth inning to tie the
game. The Lords and the Terriers each scored one run in the
seventh and two runs in the
eighth to enter the ninth tied
11-11. After a scoreless ninth
inning the Lords were able to
score two runs on an error by
the Terrier’s shortstop. That

two-run lead was enough for
Will Oakley ’20, who closed the
game for the Lords.
Due to the length of the first
game, the Lords had to postpone game two of their doubleheader. The Lords are scheduled to play a doubleheader
against Depauw University on
Saturday in Greencastle, Ind.

Red hot Lords defeat No. 7 ranked Amherst
PETER DOLA and ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS EDITOR & SPORTS ASSISTANT

The No. 19 Lords tennis team has
won five of their last six matches, after coming up with victories against
No. 21 Swarthmore College, Haverford
College, Denison University and Ohio
Wesleyan University with its one loss
coming against No. 7 Amherst College.
The Lords started their Pennsylvania doubleheader at Haverford on Saturday, defeating the Fords in all nine
matches, with only the third singles
match of Nicholas Paolucci ’19 against
Pranav Krishnan requiring a tiebreaker. The win was the Lords’ fourth shutout this season.
The Lords then traveled 10 miles
south to Swarthmore to take on the
21st ranked team in a heavyweight
matchup. After doubles play, the Lords
found themselves down 2-1, after collecting a 8-5 victory with the second
doubles team of Jacob Zalenski ’20 and
Austin Diehl ’20. The Garnet extended
their lead to 3-1 after the first single

smatch ended, but the Lords quickly
turned the tide with Paolucci and Bryan Yoshino ’21 making quick work of
their third and fifth singles match opponents, respectively. The Lords were
able to finally pull ahead 4-3 with the
third singles victory by Diehl, but the
Garnet were able to tie it up 4-4 with a
victory in fourth singles.
The deciding match for the Lords
and the Garnet came down to the sixth
singles, Kenyon’s Weston Noall ’18 versus Swarthmore’s Evan Han. Although
Noall dropped the first set 5-7, he was
able to work his way back taking the
second set 6-4. Then, as the last Lord
still playing, Noall was able to seal the
victory for the Lords by once again taking the last set 6-4. The match took 32
games total and added to the 57 games
Noall played on Saturday.
After beating the Garnet to win
their 10th straight, the Lords stayed at
Swarthmore and played the No. 7 Amherst Mammoths on Easter Sunday.
The only victory came from Diehl,
which also happened to be the only

match to go into a third set.
On Wednesday, the Lords started
off their first home match since spring
break with a sweep of the doubles portion against the Denison Big Red. The
Lords proceeded to claim victory in all
six singles matches and claimed their
fifth shutout.
The Lords then moved on to make
quick work of the Ohio Wesleyan Battling Bishops, conceding only one doubles match en route to a 8-1 win. The
win was highlighted by Michael Liu
’18, when he got trapped on the net as
his opponent lofted the ball over his
head. In pursuit of the ball, with his
back to the net, Lui perfectly timed a
through-the-legs return shot which
proved too difficult for his opponent
to handle.
The Lords were victorious again
against Wooster College on Wednesday night. Diehl won his singles match,
winning 6-2 and 6-0.
The Lords will next play on Saturday afternoon, when they will travel to
Oberlin College to take on the Yeomen.

